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Eumina1k11 of the time course of the change in numbers of experimental populations of mice, and of the 
world popu!uion of man. reveals abrupt and apparently irreversible phase changes in the processes governing 
popi:larion dynamics. Such phase changes can lead lo extinction of the population or to opening up a new era of 
evolution. For the past 43,000 years each successive doubling of human world population has required only half 
the time as the prior doubling. Continuation oftllis process of population incruse will shortly lead to euinction 
of man as a species. This course is the "Cheshire cat" path, during which each individual becomes less awue of 
Jess and less as numbers of individuals exceed the upper optimum. Beyond this nonchoice of future direction 
there ue two major options. First. we can intentionally establish a new world tribalism characterized by zero 
population growth accompanied by a pervading traditionalism that establishes invariant patterns of social. 
technological, and ideational function. Second, we can choose 10 design further evolution <nevolution) 
with emphasis on continuing to expand individual potentiality or capacity. This path will require a continuing 
decline of world population accompanied by an increase in the effectiveness of technological prostheses for 
information processing beyond that possible by biological and social brains. 

Man now stands before the third threshold of his lineage within mammaliam 
evolution[l]. Passage across each prior threshold ushered in a "phase shift" to a higher 
level of information processing providing an increased opportunity for enhancing the 
quality of · life. The first phase shift occurred some one hundred million years ago and 
lasted through the evolution of man as the biological entity, Homo sapiens. Though we 
may never know the exact time of this epoch's beginning, the coalescing of neighbors into 
relatively compact small social groups represented its hallmark. Such social groups 
represented one of the two types of ''brains'' simultaneously undergoing evolutionary 
development. Brain as a generic concept may be considered as any assembly of 
interconnected elements which facilitate the acquisition, storage, transfer, condensation, 
relating, transformation, and evaluation of information, making it available for initiating 
actions necessary to cope with contingencies posed by dtc environment. · 1ne 
ncomammalian brain, that expanding of cortical tissue which reached its apex in man, 
provided new freedoms of experiencing and action arising out of the greater capacities for 
learning, association and awareness. 

Just as this new biological brain formed an extension and augmentation of the more 
rigid .md -primitive paleomammalian and reptilian brains it overlaid and gradually came to 
dominate, so it came about that the simple social brain composed of about twelve adults 
forming a compact group became a new assembly of information-processing elements 
ushering in a heightened level of awareness and responsiveness. As these two brains 
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t'wh·ec.l in wncert. those groups whose members were genetically endowed with greater 
rap:Kitit:s for processing information replaced less competent ones. The members of each 
successively more advanced species usually exhibited increases in both average body size 
and extent of home range. These changes normally accompanied expansion of the 
geographic range of the species in concert with an increase in the number of individuals in 
the population. However, it is quite likely[2] that the biomass per unit area remained 
relatively constant between 6.0 and 7 .0 kilo/sq. mi. for all species in this lineage across its 
hundred-million-year span of evolution. That is to say, carrying capacity of the 
environment remained constant. Ability of one group to replace another or to produce 
young who could supplant neighboring groups , along with the ability to expand the range 
of the species, served as adequate criteria for the quality of life within this epoch. 

These criteria for judging the quality of life, and the limiting condition of constant 
biomass per unit area. also characterized man up until about 57,000 years ago[3]. By that 
time all habitable land accessible to him by his available modes of travel were occupied. 
The total world population included less than 4 1/2 million persons. Quality of life 
became circumscribed through the loss of opportunity to expand the geographic range of 
the species. More effective simple social brains evolved to replace those less effective in 
processing information. Such replacement remained as the only means for enhancing the 
quality of life. This was the condition of biological man as he encountered the threshold of 
a new epoch. Were he dressed like ourselves and living today, he could pass us on the 
street without attracting any particular notice. Man's then linguistic ability and 
considerable technological capacity to make tools or fabricate shelters failed to make him 
more !han animal. In so long as man remained slave to the carrying capacity of the natural 
environment, he in no way warranted being called human. Like us today, this exploratory 
animal stood at a threshold of a new epoch of information processing, of increasing the 
quality of life. 

We now know that this threshold was crossed. For thousands of years man has 
continually shaken off the shackles formed by the limitation of carrying capacity by the 
natural environment. His numbers and biomass have continued to expand. In fact, the rate 
of increase in numbers provides the clue to how man escaped being animal only, and 
justified the designation "human" which ushered in a new epoch of evolution. Von 
Foerster's[3J analysis of the growth in world population over the past two thousand years 
leads to the following conclusion: Each successive doubling of population required only 
half the time of the prior doubling. Projecting this curve backwards in time leads to a 
world population of 4 1/2 million persons about 43,000 years ago[3]; a population 
consistent with inhabitation solely by hunter-gatherer bands at the simple social brain 
level of 12 adults and their children inhabiting a territory 15 miles in diameter. All 
available space was 1hen .filled with such bands. Beginning at that time of 43,000 or so 
years ago. the population increased until it had doubled. This first doubling took 20,000 
years; the next doubling took 10,000 years; the next 5,000; and so on until now we are in 
a period where 40 years encompasses a doubling of world population. If this process 
continues, the next following one will only require 20 years. Continuation of this process 
would in the very near future lead to an instantaneous doubling. That patent impossibility 
points up our present crisis. 

To appreciate this crisis, we must go back in time to see how man passed over the 
threshold, the crisis, of 43,000 years ago. Explorer he was, but no new physical space 
remained to be invaded. Slave he was; slave to the limitations of the carrying capacity of 
the natural environment; slll.ve to his biological inheritance which predicated that the 
primitive social brain could only function in a social medium ensuring that the number of 
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potentially meaningful contacts continued at a rate and intensity comparable to that of the 
age-old way of life within a relatively closed group of about twelve adult individuals. 

These two kinds of slavery emphasize that the extent of space may be defined by other 
parameters than yards or meters. From a biological point of view, the extent of space may 
be measured by the amount of food and other resources present with respect to the 
locomotor abilities and other capacities an animal possesses which enables it to acquire 
resources. From a social point of view, the ingrained need to engage in a particular 
optimum number of meaningful relations with associates forms the basis for mensuration. 
A space that is constant in physical extent may be quite large if it contains so few 
individuals that each one rarely meets others often enough; while if it contains so many 
individuals that each meets others too soon after a prior contact, then the physical space is 
too small. For eons of tim€: the physical, biological, and social bases for measuring space 
remained in harmony. A fixed physical space provided the biological resources requisite 
to sustain a group of a prurticular size, and this number of individuals insured that each 
member, on the average, would experience the optimum number of meaningful 
associations with others. 

However, man looking across the threshold of his crisis of 43 millenia ago perceived a 
new kind of distance, a new kind of space to be invaded. We may call this space, 
"conceptual seace", the pool of information he could discover through creativity and 
condense into ideas useful in more effective mining of resources and in the channelling of 
social relations. This latter function of ideas or concepts, however vaguely understood by 
those who generated them, provided the leverage which enabled man to become human. 
With no new physical spa,;e to invade as an expression of the capacity of the species to 
expand its geographic range, the reproductive capacities within any band soon would lead 
its numbers io double, to rt:ach a point normally requiring a division of the group followed 
by one segment invading an uninhabited terrain or attempting through competition to 
replace some other group. Under these circumstances the elaboration of social and 
technological roles permitted otherwise excess individuals to remain rather than emigrate. 
These new roles channeled social interactions to preserve a rate of meaningful contacts in 
harmony with the physiology impressed on man during his much longer earlier history at 
the lower physical densities of life within simple hunter-gatherer bands. Periodically, the 
increase in density and elaboration of roles required the linking of larger sociopolitical 
units together to form larger communication networks. Each such increase in size and 
complexity of the communication network represented a higher order social brain. And, 

as the social brain became more effective in processing information, those individual 
elements in it found it easiier to discover new information and codify it into useful ideas. 
The more rap_idly these ideas were discovered, the shorter became the interval permitting a 
doubling of the total populat-ion. 

We may well ask: "How did the quality of life experienced by the average individual 
become altered during this process of expanding population and expanding conceptual 
space?" Answering this question requires further examination of life within a primitive 
social brain composed on the average of 12 adults forming a cohesive band. By reducing 
the movement of individuals to its simplest formulation, contacts among members of the 
band providing the opportunity for meaningful relations is found to be represented by a 
spatial communication constant[ 4] symbolized by the letter mu, µ, where µ = d v A, and 
whenever the social brain is in a state of equilibrium optimizing the gratification each · 
individual gains from participation in it:µ= 1.0. 

In the above equation: 
A= the range of the band, the extent of physical terrain it occupies . 
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J = a kind ()f target diameter of the individual. including his actual ~ize and other 
:it:ributes which enhance his being perceived and conlac:ed by associates. 

\' = a kind of velocity. travel path. or means of communication which alters the 
likelihood of one individual coming sufficiently close to another to represent a 
contact precipitating a social interaction. 

In so long as man inhabited physical space only , and was limited by the carrying 
capacity of the natural environment, such a spatial communication constant adequately 
reflected his state of being. Whenever the group size increased above the optimum of 
about twelve individuals, too many contacts occurred and, as a result, an increasingly 
large proportion of them became frustrating rather than gratifying. Increase of group size 
above the optimum then caused a deterioration of the quality of life. Once man discovered 
conceptual space and began exploring it, a conceprual communication constanc. µ"= 
J"v"/A", arose where: 

A"= conceptual space, that total pool of information from which ideas may be 
condensed that facilitate social role formation and extraction of resources. 

d" = conceptual target diamecer or ideational mass of an individual in terms of the 
concepts he has been able to .;cquire, create, and utilize. It represents his 
realizable potentiality. Increase of d" enhances the individual's quality of life. 

v" = conceptual velocity, a kind of moving through the pool of information with respect 
to the acquisition. flow. and transformation of information. 

In any equilibrium state during the evolution of social brains d"v"/A" equals I .0. This 
implies that d" and vi' are also in balance, that is, d" = v"; which is to say, both d" and v1' 

~ A'j~=t = A) 112 • "Equal" is here used in the sense of proportional to. A major function of the 
conceptual communication constant is to preserve meaningful social contacts at the same 
rate as earlier held when man remained slave to the carrying capacity of the natural 
environment, and the spatial communication constant alone governed social relations. It 
follows that the increase in conceptual space, A", must have kept pace with the increase in 
world population. N. Another way to say this is that the density of man in a social sense 
has remained constant for thousands of years despite a thousandfold increase in his 
numbers, in his physical density! 

The increasingly large pool of information developed by man has enabled him to 
generate new social roles and new ways of relating to his fellows that preserve a rate of 
interaction commensurate with a physiology evolved during the long early times when a 
far simpler way of life persisted. However , our basic concern pertains not so much to this 
new kind of density but rather to its implications for the potentiality or quality of life of the 
individual. This potentiality is above equated with d", the conceptual target diameter or 
ideational mass of the individual. Since d" is equal to (A)112 and A" is proportional.to N, 
and for our purposes A"= N, it follows that in this sensed"= (N)1' 2 . As the world 
population of man has increased, so has the potentiality of the average individual. The 
sum of the target diameters of aH individuals at any particular time represents ideomass, I 
= Nd" or I= N x (N)112. This is a concept analogous to biomass, B = N x W where Wis 
the weight of the average individual and N is the total number of individuals in the 
popul;;.tion. With each doubling of N, after man became human by learning to discover 
conceptual space, I has increased by a factor of 2.828 and d" by a factor of 1.414. We are 
now approaching the tenth doubling of the population of man since this process of 
becoming human began. With this nearly thousand-fold increase in population of the 
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world. the present insights indicate that there has been a 32-fold increase in the 
potentiality of the average individual and a 32-thousandfold increase in ideomass, the total 
worth of mankind. Though this process may define mankind becoming, it is obvious that 
all its components cannot continue along this trajectory for very long into the future. The 
participants in the 1969 Boston AAAS symposium on "Is There an Optimum Population" 
came to a consensus that the ecocrisis and the supply of nonrenewable resources will not 
tolerate the world population exceeding ten billion[5]. Examining the prerequisites for a 
continuing increase in human potentiality provides insight into the nature and size of the 
optimum population. 

For mankind continually to become more than he has in the past requires that the 
communication constant,µ", periodically reachieve a balance in which d"v"f A"= 1.0. 
This balance most likely closely coincides with each fourfold increase in population, N, 
and conceptual space, A", because such increase brings with it a doubling of individual 
potentiality, d". This doubling of d" implies a comparable doubling of conceptual velocity 
v ". Two categories of human activity stand out as the most likely candidates for providing 
indices of conceptual velocity. One of these is the propensity man has for linking more of 
his fellows together through personal relationships into a communication network. The 
other is reflected in his capacity to develop prostheses to his biological brain. A broad 
range of artifacts from talismans, totems, art, and printed language to telephones and 
computers represent such prostheses. Moving through the pool of information, A", results 
from an interaction between the linkage of people into communication networks, n, and 
the utilization of information processing prostheses, p. In this sense v" = np. 

We may also consider n = p , since any increase in networks requires a comparable 
increase in prostheses to represent an effective increase in conceptual velocity, v('. Thus n 
or p =(v:')112, and sincevn =(A")112 =(N)1'2 , it follows that n orp=(A")1' 4 =(N)1' 4 . That 
is to say, a doubling of the effectiveness of networks or the effectiveness of prostheses 
normally accompanies a sixteen-fold increase in the population of the world. However, it 
is apparent that the total world population has always been fragmented into a number of 
fairly discrete networks definable as recognized sociopolitical entities. At the beginning of 
the human era of evolution the largest network was represented by a single hunter-gatherer 
band of about 30 individuals[6]. Now many millions of individuals are bound into 
networks such as the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. From a theoretical point of view it appears 
that the increase in the land area encompassing a network, and the increase in number of 
individuals in a network conforms to the following formulation. With each doubling of the 
population, unions occurred among neighboring sociopolitical units. In this process some 
one unit would form the dominating influence in inducing its six nearest and adjoining 
similar units to amalgamate with it to form a new and larger sized sociopolitical unit. In 
other words, each doubling of population was accompanied by a sevenfold increase in the 
area ·of the ·dominant -kind ·of -sociopolitical unit. Continuation of this historical process 
will lead early in the next century to a single sociopolitical unit in which the entire world 
population is bound together into an effective communication network. Were the 
increasing rate of population growth to continue as it has for the past 43,000 years, the 
world population would then stand at about nine billion persons. However, the number of 
adults would then be about 3.5 billion. I define the upper optimum world population as 
that obtained when there are 3.5 billion adults bound together into an effective 
communication network. How many total people there will be at this time early in the next 
century depends upon what course into the future we choose. 

From the logic developed in the above paragraphs it appears that some further increase 
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in -world population is essential for completion of the evolutionary process which will 
culminate in J:! individuals, all over the world, becoming bound into a single effective 
communication network capable of further enhancing the potentiality of the average 
i!1dividual as well as the total worth of all mankind. However, we need to devote 
considerable energy to making communication networks more effective by other criteria 
than just number of elements. In this connection it should be noted that President Nixon 
on January I, 1970 signed into law a document which potentially has greater relevance for 
the survival and further evolution of the United States, and by extension the world, than 
any other document since the Constitution and the Bill of Rights[?]. This is Public Law 
91- 190 establishing the Council on Environmental Quality, and broadly outlining its goal 
of preserving and renewing the environment. Fulfilling this goal wili likely take many 
years. And yet, there are more immediate consequences to the implementation of this bill. 
They relate to the included mandate to establish, for the first time, a comprehensive 
communication network involving all levels of the private and public sectors. This bill, in 
broad terms, specifies that all federal agencies are required to provide information about 
how any actions they propose to take may affect the environment. Furthermore, the 
monitoring and evaluating network called for provides the opportunity for nodes in the 
network, other than federal agencies, to contribute information, insights, evaluations and 
opinions. In other words, this bill sets down guidelines for a new and fluid democratic 
process through which every individual, interest group, private institution, as well as 
local. county, state, and federal agencies have the opportunity to influence policy 
decisions which either define the environment or initiate actions altering it. 

It is particularly fortunate that this bill is vague with regard to specific means for 
implementing the development of this monitoring and evaluating network of 
communication. This vagueness provides ample leeway for creative design of the 
network. In this sense, it provides the first opportunity for man to design his further 
evolution. Increasing the effectiveness of networks for processing information enhances 
awareness of the environment and responsiveness to contingencies and crises it presents. 
Such increasing of awareness forms the core of the evolutionary process itself. It is a 
revolution of life; one bringing about new patterns of perspective and coping. 

On March 23, 1970, shortly after Mr. Nixon issued Executive Order 11514 clarifying 
the intent of this bill, the Honorable Russell Train, Chairman of the Council on 
Envoronmental Quality, said; "It (PL 91-190) demands no less than a revolution in the 
way we approach problems and make decisions-an objective to which the Council 
attaches the highest priority.'' 

ijEVOLUTION: The use of the word "revolution" in describing the quantum jumps 
of awareness by the environment during evolution, and as Judge Train uses it to describe 
the priority functional change to be induced by PL 91-190, have the same connotation. 
Jmplied -is .a major break with the past, one which places evolution on a new and nigher 
level of function. The early Roman pharmacists left us with heritage of the symbol, ~ , 
which is particularly appropriate in understanding the now beginning revolution. They 
united the letter R, for recipe, with the symbol 1¼-, for Jupiter, the supreme god of destiny, 
to form the symbol ij. It was inscribed on each prescription as a supplication to the highest 
Power for the success of their formulation. Substituting :ij for R in revolution, we have 
ijEVOLUTION - the recipe for evolution, the designing of evolution. Such is the 
implication of the present revolution. It marks the first time during all of evolution that the 
organisms involved in a quantum jump in awareness consciously embark on the design of 
their evolutionary course. 

Designing evolution and designing the total environment become synonymous, and 
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they both become synonymous with the priority of the Council on Environmental Quality 
to alter "the way we approach problems and make decisions." It is this reorientation of 
approaching problems and making decisions, spelled out in PL 91- 190 and EO 11514, 
that will mark the greatest environmental change for man. This enhancement of the 
networking parameter, n, of the more encompassing conceptual velocity parameter, v", 
will serve as an added stimulus for enlarging human potentiality as represented by the 
conceptual target diameter, d". If we have faith that man will survive with options for 
further evolution, we must assume that such enhancement of the communication network 
will take place in the United States and serve as an example for people elsewhere. 
Furthermore, we must assume that such increasing of effectiveness of the communication 
network will continue until it is appropriate for a world population of about 3.5 billion 
adults. This linking of people with people will then have attained its maximum 
development, the end of a 43,000 year long process of enlarging the social brain from the 
primitive condition of about 12 elements to 3 .5 billion elements. Any further addition of 
elements, people, in this social brain will merely hamper the realization of the 
effectiveness of prior elements. 

At this point in the development of insights into the meaning and process of human 
evolution, the similarity between biomass and ideomass occurs: we know there is an 
upper limit in the amount of biochemical information that can be stored in the bodies of 
any species in a particular environment. Can it be that there is a carrying capacity for 
ideas , ideomass, just as there is for body weight, biomass? If this is so, ideomass, I, 
becomes a constant. In other words, Nd" =I where I becomes a constant at that point in 
human evolution when the linkage of men with other men into a network facilitating 
information processing is complete. No firm proof, or fully convincing logic, can be 
advanced at this time that ideomass, I, will become constant when the world population of 
adults does reach 3.5 billion adults as an upper optimum population. However, the 
following discussion will assume that this insight is correct. This insight implies that the 
total worth of mankind will become constant. However, the two variables contributing to 
this constant may fluctuate. If population, N, increases, the potentiality, d", of the average 
individual must decline; the average individual will become less aware of less and less. If 
N declines beyond the time of the upper optimum population, the potentiality of the 
average individual will continue to increase[8, 12]. 

At this juncture it will be worthwhile for me to comment on my use of the term 
'evolution.' Over time the members of species along most lineages have become more 
perceptive and more responsive to changes within their environment. Likewise, 
assemblies of species bound together as ecological communities have become more 
responsive to changes within their environment. Gradually, living organisms have 
become a larger component of the total environment. Thus evolution is concerned with an 
increase in awareness by the environment; the environment becomes alive! The genetic 
process "involved 1n natural selection has facilitated tb1s 1ncrease in awareness. Yet 
cultural processes, beyond heredity and beyond natural selection, are equally involved in 
enhancing awareness. In this sense, cultural selection is equal to natural selection as a 
process in evolution. To sum up this point of view: 

LIFE IS AWARENESS; 
BIRTH IS THE INITIATION OF A NEW PHASE OF DEVELOPING AWARENESS; 
EVOLUTION IS THE INCREASE IN AWARENESS; 
STAGNATION IS AN UNCHANGING STATE OF AWARENESS; 
SENESCENCE IS THE DECLINE IN AWARENESS; 
DEATH IS THE CESSATION OF AWARENESS . 

.Sf 1r1t u.a.\, ~ 1.s a._ heed 60(' ,E_!:_ dnv~ fowat-wf 

fu.. r4~ er ~£.J a. Ye ·V\ "..1'...C. 
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Our problem now is to decide whether we will senesce, stagnate, or evolve. Figure I 
:,bees these -::hoices in perspective with pas: evolution. It is very likely that an upper 
optimum world population containing 3.5 billion adults will be reached within 70 years. If 
littie effort is made during the intervening time to curtail the rate of population growth , the 
!otal population at that time will likely approximate nine billion persons. If actions taken 
now are directed toward achieving a stable population containing 3.5 billion adults, the 
world population will stand at about 7 .5 billion total individuals at the time of first 
reaching the upper optimum population of adults. However, if we choose to 5et in motion 
a course leading to a slowly declining world population, 1he total at the time of reaching 
the upper optimum number of adults will be about 6.2 billion. These three routes are the 
ones I refer to as "The Cheshire Cat" (senescence), "Tribalism'' (stagnation}, or 
"P, evolution" (evolution). Taking either of the latter routes will require tremendous 
changes in our value systems, our whole social way of life, the degree to which we plan 
our future. and the encouragement given by world leaders to initiate such changes. To 
attain either a stable population or to initiate a decline of it within 70 years means that 
individual, institutional, and governmental policy decisions be made far before this time 
with sufficient force to initiate relevant actions required to meet these goals. We can 
realistically set 1984 as the last date when we must be weil into the decision-making and 
poiicy-implementation if either of these goals is to be attained ( 15 years!). No period of 
any length, from thousands of years into the past to thousands of years into the future, will 
have such impact on evolution. 
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FIG. I. Population history of the human lineage:. The evolutionary epoch. STRIVE, covered the emergence of 
primates to the origin of biological man become human. The EXPLOIT epoch covers the 43,000 year span 
during which each successive doubling of population required half that of _the prior doubling. This EXPLOIT 
EPOCH terminates in a brief current 50-year crisis, period, DECIDE, during which we determine the future 
route for thousands of years to come. Its end is DOOMSDAY if by default we take the SENESCENCE route. 
There foltows a period, COPE. of uncertain duration during which adjustments are made to the developing 
future course. If, by choice, we elect the EEVOLUTIONARY route, evolutio~ by the environment for 
increasing awareness will continue. 

1 The author first came to this idea in I 969 . 
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rnE CHESHIRE CAT-SENESCENCE ROUTE 

You will recall the incident in Alice in Wonderland where the Cheshire Cat began to 
fade away leaving only its smile. It is an image of an individual so bland that all one 
recognizes is a wan, innocuous smile, a mad smile at that. This is what I meant when I 
said that the average individual will become less aware of less and less as the population 
begins to exceed the upper optimum. Were we to arrive in such a phase of existence, the 
chances of our being able to recognize that we had begun the course of declining 
awareness would be greatly diminished. It would be too late to profit from experience. 
How, then, are we to gain sufficient insight soon enough to judge that this course of 
continually expanding population should be avoided? One contribution to this insight 
comes from studies currently approaching termination in my laboratory. Although this 
very complex study is not yet terminated, nor published in detail , some results from it are 
particutarly instructive. 

We have followed the history of five populations of the inbred, Balb-C, strain of house 
mice from their initiation with four pairs of colonizers [Ref. Note 1.2]. We will focus here 
on one of these populations, the one inhabiting an environment [9] where food, water, .and 
shelter resources are adequate for supporting a population of 3,000 individuals (Fig. 2). 
After an initial period of social adjustment (Phase A) during which conception was 
inhibited, the population increased rapidly to 620 individuals with a doubling time of 
about 55 days (Phase B). Beyond this population size the rate of increase entered another 
phase (Phase C) of constant rate of increase in which the doubling time of 145 days 
culminated in a maximum population of 2200 mice. At that time a fourth and current 
phase (Phase D) began. During it production of surviving young ceased and the incidence 
of pregnancy gradually dropped to zero. Projection of the existing mortality rate predicts a 
time when the. last lone aged survivor will be awaiting his demise. 
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FIG. 2. History of a population of mice in a closed physical environment. Phase A is the period of adjustment by 
colonizers. Phase Bis the socially exploitive period of development of 14 well-integrated social groups. Phase C 
is a period of excessive stress produced by unrealizable attempts by the later born mice of Phase B to secure 
membership in the organized social groups. Phase Dis the period of senescence, and presumably ultimate death, 
of the population resulting from incapacities for normal social behavior by all mice that arise under conditions of 
excessive crowding. On Nov. 20, 1972, the date of the receipt of the galley proof for this article and 1595 days 
after colonization, the population had declined to one male and 21 females with no further reproduction. 
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.-\, mice born in the habitat matured, they formed loosely knit groups of approximately 
10 individuals . Each group formed a unit of social space whose dimensions preserved an 
optimum pattern of contacts among its member~. Each group also occupied a portion of 
the physical space quite clearly definable by the movements and defensive actions of its 
most dominant male member. As more groups formed , the physical space (territory) 
inhabited by each group con:racted until the minimum limits were reached which still 
preserved the integrity of the group's social space. This point was reached when fourteen 
groups had formed. By this time most colonizers had been replaced or absorbed into 
groups dominated by younge; individuals. The fourteen groups filled all the social space 
possible in this particular physical space. They formed the optimum population of adults. 
Social adulthood is achieved between 3 and 6 months of age. It takes 3 to 4 months 
beyond incipient physical sexual maturity for mice to become thoroughly integrated into 
membership within a social group. By the time the last of the 14 groups had formed (the 
end of Phase B), the members of the older social groups had produced over 450 additional 
younger mice not yet of an age normally permitting their entry into social groups. 
However. all 150 members of the 14 social groups were in the prime of life, from 5 to 10 
months of age. As the younger mice matured to over 5 months of age they found all 
physical space filled with established groups which formed the social space filling the 
habitat. Tr.ey had no place to go either physically or socially. The physical space was 
walled in; there was no possibility of emigration from a filled social space as more 
frequently characterizes normal ecological situations. A few of the younger individuals 
managed to replace their older socially integrated associates. However, most of the 
younger maturing individuals were unsuccessful. They reduced their excursions through 
the habitat and gradually ceased their attempts at social interaction with members of 
established groups. That is to say, they escaped by withdrawing both psychologically and 
physically. The physical withdrawal of males became particularly accentuated. Most 
formed large pools in the central, less used public space (all resources were distributed 
around the periphery of the habitat). Here they remained mostly motionle!is except for the 
minimum essential trips to obtain food and water. Although these strategies enabled them 
to avoid social space, they could not escape from themselves. These withdrawn males, 
who had earlier been so markedly frustrated in their attempts at social involvement, were 
particularly sensitive to changes in ambient stimuli. Any slight alteration, _such as 
produced by three or four mice returning to the pool after eating, would trigger one or two 
others into violent aggressive episodes in which the withdrawn aggressor would viciously 
attack several of his withdrawn associates. Those attacked usually made little effort to 
flee; they would remain nearly motionless even though they were receiving severe 
wounds. At a later time a former withdrawn attacker would become a recipient of attacks. 
Male members of socially organized groups paid little attention to these withdrawn males; 
they were essentially treated as inanimate objects. The shift from Phase B to Phase C as 
shown in Fig. 2 marked the inception of psychophysical withdrawal as a means of 
escaping the filled-up social space. 

Despite the marked reduction in the population growth rate during Phase C, the mice 
integrated into social groups (including some of the less withdrawn females born late in 
Phase B) produced over 1600 more surviving progeny. Most of these young gained their 
initial experience in a setting of large multiple litters of varying ages resulting from more 
than one litter being born in a singie location, and from the disorganized maternal 
behavior at that time which led to females transporting the members of their litters to 
several locations. As Phase C progressed, females who had recently lactated became more 
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anJ :nure aggressive, to the point that they attacked mice of all ages including recently 
,~c:mcJ 0nes. During the earlier Phase B, young mice were rarely attacked until they had 
attained physical maturity at about 4 months of age. In addition most of the mice were 
exposed to an exce~sive number of contacts both inside the nest boxes and at most places 
they moved outside. This excessive frequency of contact became further exaggerated by a 
phenomenon I have termed the "behavioral sink" [ 1 OJ, which began to develop late in 
Phase 8 . When response situations, such as the food hoppers, are discretely located, and 
after the population exceeds some particular size, the chances are very good that any one 
animal will have bodily contacts with others while it is responding. These repeated 
associations lead the animals to redefine the response situation as requiring the presence of 
others. Once this definition of response situations has been made, animals tend to shift 
their place of response to those locations where they are more likely to encounter others. 
This process "snowballs" until, as with the mice in the latter part of Phase C, we could 
see 20 to 30 on a few hoppers at most times, while on most of the remaining hoppers few 
or none were present. This behavioral sink phenomenon gradually generalized to the 
water hoppers then to the nest sites. In the latter case, aggregations became sufficiently 
large that some individuals suffocated, despite the fact that l/5 of the nest sites were 
vacant at all times and many more contained few individuals. 

As a consequence of this high rate of contact, the mice born during Phase C rarely were 
able to complete a behavioral sequence such as is involved in courtship and aggression. 
They became fixed at an early juvenile behavioral capacity, incapable of expressing sexual 
or aggressive behavior. Not sexing or not fighting, these mice were physiologically 
unstressed. l11ey are physically beautiful specimens-so we call them the "Beautiful 
Ones". bland shells of what they might have been. They no longer justify being called 
mice; they are just living fossils. At the lime of writing these comments (a time denoted 
by the beginning of the broken line in the population curve in Fig. 2), the average age of 
the last 400 "Beautiful One" females to be born is about 350 days. None now have the 
behavioral capacity to become pregnant; few have ever conceived, and none of them 
reared any young beyond the day of birth. Such females represent the end state of 
behavioral disorganization producing the senescing Phase D in which no young that are 
born initially in it survive, and gradually no more are even born. Individual adults also 
senesce and die. If there is no further reproduction, there will eventually arrive a time 
when the last lone survivor waits for his final time to come. But Jong before this, if not 
already, the fate of the population is sealed. Present data permits calculation of mortality 
rate as a function of age. It is, therefore, possible to project the decline in numbers of the 

population as shown in the dashed line in Fig. 2. Examination of the reproductive tracts of 
females in 1he four other populations with similar histories to the one figured here revealed 
that menopause had been passed by all females by 560 days of age. This means that by the 
time the present population has declined to 1,000 individuals (six times the optimum) 
even the youngest female will have reached menopause. In essence the beginning of Phase 
D marked the inception of the senescing, "overliving" of a population. Once the shift 
from Phase C to Phase D occurred the fate of the population was sealed. (On May 25, 
1972, the date of final editing of this paper, there are only 165 survivors at 1417 days after 
colonization. Average age of survivors is over 800 days. This age is approximately 
equivalent to 80 years in human maturational terms. All mice are definitely past 
menopause and death of the population is certain.) 

It is true that these mice are not men. Even so, does their fate have a message for man? I 
think so. But the message has to do with the inhibition of acquisition of complex 
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behaviors in a milieu characterized by an excessively high rate of contact and interaction. 
For mice the whole repertoire of aggression, territoriality, status formation, courtship, 
mating. nest building, and maternal behavior forms an interwoven set of their most 
complex behaviors. The elements of this complex set, rather than the simpler. ones relating 
to grooming, eating, and drinking, are the ones which are most liable to be disrupted 
initially and then in later born individuals to be totally inhibited in their development. In 
man, the most complex behaviors lie in the ideational-conceptual sphere, including 
whatever complex motor responses give full expression of these ideas. It is at this level of 
reproduction and development of ideas by man that we may anticipate pathological 
distortions and inhibitions once the contact rate has exceeded the optimum. If we do pass 
through such a phase shift into cultural senescence, it will certainly be manifested first in 
the technologically advanced portions of the world where creative thinking and 
exploitation of new ideas form a more pervasive aspect of life. 

A very crude projection of the course toward cultural senescence is adequate for present 
purposes. Let us assume that efforts to curtail population increase are relatively 
ineffective, that the amount of time required for the world population to double is 
increased each doubling by only 20 percent beginning with the present doubling time of 
about 40 years. This will lead to a world population of about 50 billion in the year 2200. 
By this time production of new ideas would have long since ceased and the capacity of 
most individuals to acquire and utilize formerly established ideas would be greatly 
diminished. This being so, the likelihood that man could cope effectively with the then 
more frequent and drastic ecocrises would be greatly reduced. For this reason, I have 
shown in Fig. 1 a precipitous decline toward zero world population at this time along the 
course of the senescence route into the future. One might hypothesize that cultural 
evolution might begin anew with the few survivors of such a cataclysmic decline. 
However, this possibility is fairly remote since most individuals by that time would have 
already lost all ties with the technology and insights of a hunter-gatherer way of life 
requisite for survival. 

TRIBALISM- THE ST AGNA TJON ROUTE 

We may choose to attain and maintain a numerically stable world population containing 
the optimum number of adults with respect to the network of people linked together by 
strong personal ties. This goal of a continuing world population of no more than 7 .5 
billion is essentially that which would follow the successful implementation of the current 
2.ero Population Growth movement. I believe that the ZPG doctrine is a very insidious one 
from the evolutionary point of view. If ideomass is rapidly approaching the time it will 
become a constant and I =Nd", then, with N held constant, d" will also remain constant. 
The potentiality of the average individual remaining constant implies that the total 
information pool will also remain constant in amount and kind. We will have attained 
sufficient insights to maintain the overall ecocultural system in homeostasis forever 
afterwards. Functional roles will remain invariant; when one individual dies a younger 
~ne will step into his shoes. Such a global tribalism would Iio doubt be a rich, ceremonial, 
sensuous one with frustrations and behavioral deviation minimized, but whether the 
biological entity, Homo sapiens, would still warrant being considered human is 
questionable. Man has warranted being called human only in so long as he met crises and 
changing environment through creatively adaptive expansion of his potentiality and 
capacity for enhanced awareness. Yet, it is true that we may forsake this involvement in 
the continuation of evolution and still survive. The lung fish in Lake Manyara have 
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~urvived unchanged for millions of years by avoiding crises through encapsulating 
tht:mscives in cocoons of mud when the lake dries. We too could survive unchanged for 
countless thousands of years by encapsulating ourselves in warm, sheltering cocoons of 
rigid traditionalism. 

The basic science of ecology gave birth to the applied science of wildlife management. 
It in turn crystallized the concept of the managed, numerically stable breeding population 
in harmony with the carrying capacity of the environment. This concept has been blindly 
applied to the human scene while overlooking the fact that in wildlife management there is 

· a product, the excess bodies produced each year. In a numerically stable human 
population there will be no such product, neither excess bodies nor new ideas. Man is the 
speci<!:; which is simultaneously a predator and a prey. The more he creates ideas, 
reproduces them, and then preys upon them and digests them, the more the total worth of 
mankind increases. Therefore, a numerically stable world population represents an 
evolutionary dead end, a dead end not only for man but also for evolution itself. 
ldeationally the earth would become a cool, dim speck in the universe. 

REVOLUTION-THE ROUTE OF EVOLUTION AND LIFE 

I =Nd". I is becoming a constant. Decrease the world population, and the potentiality 
(the quality of life) of the average individual increases. This symbolization represents the 
truth we may move toward, but arriving on such a course will prove far more difficult than 
manipulating a mathematical abstraction. Continuously decreasing the world population 
beyond the time of attaining its upper optimum, at about 3.5 billion adults, will form the 
essential tension of existence precipitating recurrent crises and opportunities for creative 
adaptation. Each halving of the size of the population may permit a doubling of the 
potentiality of the individual. The reservation, "may," places focus on two critical 
variables: creativity and conceptual prostheses. 

Creative generativity forms the most important of human needs. Challenge and 
exploration are essential for its fulfillment. A steady diet of physiological satiation, perfect 
security, a cup overflowing with devotion and admiration, and a too-soon achievement of 
a narrowly conceived objective lead to ultimate boredom. This boredom is relieved all too 
often by the short-circuiting procedure of participating .in sensationalism or in 
pharmacologically induced, creatively sterile, states of exhaltation. In contrast, the need 
for creativity arises out of blockage of lower level needs. This blockage gives rise to a 
pervading restlessness. Out of this restlessness there also arises a small cadre of creative 
dcviams whose insights and inventions provide che leverage which enable man co increase 
his standard of living and his compassionate concern for his fellows. Our success in being 
human has so far been derived from our honoring deviance more than tradition. Template 
changing has always gained a slight, though often tenuous, lead over template obeying. 
Now, we must-seek diligently for those creative deviants from whom alone will come the 
conceptualizations of an evolutionary designing process which can assure an open-ended 
future-toward whose realization we can all participate. 

We may designate as "Dawnsday" that time when the inception of a slowly declmmg 
world population initiates the opportunity to embark upon the path of ijEVOLUTION. 
Each significant drop in world population will provide the crisis requisite for demanding 
greater effectiveness of the communication network. Such crises will demand that 
individuals and groups, as nodes in the network, be more effectively linked, and that such 
social nodes have available to them prostheses for information acquisition and 
transformation which will facilitate creative utilization of larger bodies of information. In 
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order to maintain a harmony between a constancy of ideomass, I, where I= Nd'' and an 
expanding individual potentiality, d", where d" = (A")112, each halving of world 
population. N, will require a fourfold increase in the information pool or conceptual 
space, A". Maintaining this harmony forms the cornerstone of the new definition of man 
beyond Dawnsday. One half as many people will have to cope with four times as much 
information, which is to say that the magnitude of the task facing the average individual 
will be eight times as great each time the population halves. Conceptual space will be 
increasing twice as fast as population declines. At first glance this would seem to imply 
that the individual will more and more become lost in a sea of information. But this is not 
at all so, if we really do embark upon the pathway of designing evolution to promote that 
enhanced awareness by the total environment which will be reflected in a continuing 
enlargement of the potentiality (d") of the average individual. The individual will grow in 
ideomass as the milieu of conceptual space about him enlarges. This relationship is 
comparable to that of the necessity to increase physical range as body size increases, in 
order to provide access to a larger supply of nutritional resources. 

If the course of :ijEVOLUTION (11] is the one which we choose, what will life be like 
along it? The appreciation of beauty and the understanding of the implications of 
structuring information into meaningful patterns will certainly be heightened. As each 
individual more frequently becomes involved in creating such meaningful patterns, he 
will experience more often the Eureka exhaltation which accompanies the creative act. 
Inevitably, such a course of life will slow down. Each decrement in population will 
impose greater burdens upon the individual to generate ever larger amounts of 
information. Present intuition suggests that such increased demand for more information 
by smaller populations will culminate in each successive halving of the population 
requiring four times the duration of the prior halving (8 and I 2). Over one hundred 
thousand years will be required for the world population to decline to the level 
characteristic of the Golden Age of Greece. Perhaps this era of evolution will have 
terminated before then. Unless man can transfer sizeable portions of the creative process 
to information transforming prostheses, the increased frequency of the Eureka experience 
itself will give a halt to further augmenting the frequency of creative acts. Like any intense 
social relation, the Eureka experience produces a long physiological refractory period 
which must be passed through before another such experience is possible. Finally, a time 
must be reached when the rate of acquisition of information is exactly matched by the rate 
at which prior acquired information is discarded as irrelevant. This course of continually 
designing evolution will require adoption of an holistic systems approach in the 
acquisition and utilization of information. 

Entering into this third course of ij EVOLUTION requires a major attitudinal change 
best reflected by the word "compassion." The diversity of social and technological roles 
may be expected to increase proportionally to the magnitude of the potentiality (d") of the 
average individual. With the diversity of roles increasing as world population declines , 
each role must include fewer and fewer individuals. Each individual will become more 
and more unique [13]. This very uniqueness of individuals will present many difficulties. 
Each person will make many errors as he seeks to acquire the knowledge and habits 
requisite to fulfilling a role. Such errors will be in addition to those committed while 
searching for a suitable role. Furthermore, as roles become more diverse, and as each role 
acquires the set of values necessary for its persistence, the opportunity for value conflict 
between adherents of different roles will heighten. Most of such value conflicts, though 
possible of generating much distress, are in fact illusory. In a completely interdependent 
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1.1.wlJw1de social and information processing system each developed role provides an 
e~sential function for the health of the whole. Compassion, thus, has two distinct aspects. 
On the one hand. it involves the ability to recognize the inescapability of each person 
making errors of commission in developing his future role. True, compassion here also 
involves providing assistance to these others, which earlier were ourselves, in correcting 
their course of adopting a role. On the other hand, compassion involves the recognition 
that every role has an ultimate positive impact on ourselves through contributing to the 
success of the whole, although one's initial view of another's role may be that it is 
contradictory to one's own self fulfillment. Here too, compassion must become active; 
one must contribute to the likelihood that the roles of others will be fulfilled despite the 
on-the-surface conflict with one's own values. Such compassion represents a sublimation 
of the primitive quality of submission, just as the committment to involvement in effecting 
a realization of one's own chosen role represents a sublimation of the primitive quality of 
aggressive domination. 

Becoming an I,EVOLUTIONIST requires that one seek to be both creative and a 
''suffering servant. •• 

Notes and References 
I. Certain aspects of this paper have been presented in detail elsewhere: 
I. I The social use of space, in Physiological Mammalogy (W. Mayer and R. Van Gelder, Eds.). Academic 

Press. New York (1964), pp. 1-187. 
1.2 Space and the strategy of life, Moving Frontiers of Science Lecture No. 3, Ann. Meeting. Amer. Assoc. 

Adv. Sci., Dallas, Texas (1968). Shortened version in Ekisrics 29, 425-437 (1970). 
1.3 Promotion of man, in Global Systtms Dynamics (E.0. Allinger, Ed.) Karger, Bascl/Munchen/New York 

(1970), pp. 36-58. 
2. Biomass during the epoch of evolution of the primitive social brain: In the above references I came to the 

conclusion that the home range of man at the biological level of living in an optimum group size of 12 adults 
and an average of 18 subadults and children on the average was an area (A) 1.10311r2

, where r = 7 .5 miles. 
Here A= 194.9 sq. miles. Assigning 59 kilo as the average weight of adults and half that for nonadults gives 
a total biomass of 1,241 kilo for the band's territory, or 6 . 36 kilo/sq. mile. I have assumed that the species 
farthest back in man's lineage, to achieve a compact social group, had the following characteristics: (I) the 
group consisted on the average of 12 adults with an average weight of 150 grams; (2) due to a still low 
capacity to protect the survival of young, the standing ratio of adults to young was 12:9; (3) the average 
weight of the younger animals was half that of adults; (4) members of the species were omnivorous in their 
diet and their methods of searching for food required the shifting to locations of more abundant food after 
partially depicting that of one of seven subtcrrirorics temporarily occupied. This model of an early primate 
progenitor gives a total biomass of I ,340 kilo for an area comparable 10 that inhabited by man a hundred 
million years later, or 6 .87 kilo/sq. mile. It must be granted that these two estimates of 6.36 and 6 .87 
kilo/sq. mile arc based upon rather simplistic assumptions. However, the most general conclusion one can 
draw is that over a very long period of time , during the evolution of man's primate lineage, biomass stood 
very con~tant at somewhere between six and seven kilo/sq. mile. In Fig. I , depicting the course of the 
change in numbers of the human lineage during evolution, it was assumed that the average total numbers 
alive at any one time increased from 1.0 to 4.5 million. Thus, for the smaller primate progenitor species, an 
ideal environment for encompassing its total numbers could have been as small as an area equivalent to a 
square 131 miles on a side (i.e. 17,165 sq. miles). 

3. H . von Foerster, P .M. Mora, and L.W. Amiot. Doomsday: Friday, 13 November, A.D. 2026, Science 
132, 1291-1295 (1960). 

The von Foerster equation for calculating the total world population of man at any time -r , the number of 
years before 2026 A.D. (a lime. r0 , at which the world population will go 10 infinity if the process of 
population increase characterizing the past 2000 years continues) is N=(l .79 X 1011 )/ T0.99:1: 0.009. Since 
the exponent, k, of T could be at least 0.99, I have considered k = 1.0 in the interest of symmetry. The 
revised equation then is: N=(l .79 Xl011) ir. This latter equation leads to the conclusion Iha! each successive 
doubling of N has required 1/2 the time as the prior doubling. This raises the question: at what point in past 
time did this unique pattern of population increase begin? 
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In analysc5 presented in Ref. 1.2 above, backed up by additional analyses in Ref. I.I, I came to the 
conclusion (I) that up to the transition of Homo Sapitns from biological to cultural-conceptual man he lived 
in bands averaging 12 adults and 18 subadults, total 30 per band; (2) that after several successive doublings 
of population there emerged a process of coalition of formerly discrete sociopolitical entities to form a much 
larger one for which I have adopted the term "culture area;" (3) that with each successive doubling of 
population thereafter further coalescence takes place in which one of the then sociopolitical entities draws to 
itself its six neighboring ones, leading to a sevenfold increase in area and a fourteenfold increase in 
population; and (4) that continuation of this process leads 10 a single world union about 2008 A.D. (See 
Table I.) The culture area arising in earlier times has left an imprint reflected in the distances (circa 110 
miles) between major cities that dominate the economy of "hexagonal ~ place hierarchies" . 

C4!1o\-n'"- I 

TABLE 1 
Presumed Changes in Number of Persons and Sociopolitical Aggregations within ¥Culture Areas" 

Years 
B.P. Ne Doubling Associated Characteristics 

40,684 

20,314 

10,130 

5,037 

2,491 

1,218 

1830'7 0 

3660 1st 

7320 2nd 

14,640 3rd 

29,280 4th 

58,560 5th 

61 bands, each with basic group size Nb= 12 adults; total group 
size= 30. 

61 bands, each with basic group size of 24 adults; total group 
size = 60. By capitalizing on biological sexual dimorphism, 
crystalized differentiation of roles by sex, and thus overcame 
prior tendency for group to split when N increased to 2Nb - 1. 

61 bands, N per band= 120 with 48 adults. Capacity to develop 
social roles independent of sex firmly laid basis of escape from 
group splitting when N reached 2Nb - 1. This permitted initiat
ing the agricultural revolution. 

N per tribe = 240, with 96 adults. 

N per tribe = 480, with 192 adults. Time of authoritarian-religious 
revolution. 

N per tribe= 960, with 384 adults. 

Note: The third through the fifth population doublings were accompanied by some splitting of groups 
within each 195 sq. mile former band territory sufficient to initiate the rank-size hierarchy of settle
ment size that continues to the present date [See G.K. Zipf, Human Behl111ior and the Principle of 
Lease Effort , Addison-Wesley, Cambridge, Mass. (1949)). These several settlements transformed the 
former band into a tribal assembly with loose confederacy bonds among neighboring tribes. 

581 117,120 

263 234,240 

6th 

7th 

Coalescence of 61 tribes into 7 districts with an average N = 
16,731 but varying between 10,520 and 24,960 depending upon 
whether the coalescence involved a minimum of 7 or a maximum 
of 13 tribes. (See Fig. 8 in reference 1.2 above). This relative 
abrupt sevenfold increase in territorial area, accompanied by a 
greater than seventeenfold increase in population size of the 
socio-political aggregate permitted the origin of the holistic
artistic revolution, the Renaissance. 

Coalescence of the 7 districts within a culture area. 

0 Ne = Number of persons living within the 11,840 sq. mi. of a "culture area". Through the 5th 
doubling, Ne represents the total population of the 61 bands or tribes in a culture area. 

Continuation of the pattern of coalescence of sets of seven neighboring socio-political units with 
each population doubling will, with the completion of seven doublings, culminate in a single united 
world socio-political unit by 2008 A.D. with a total population of about 9 billion. 
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Furthermore. an analysis of intercity distances in South America. in addition to but including such central 
,11,es. gave a modal value of 15 miles . Each such city was assumed to approximate the location of the center 
t•f a hand's range at the time the basic group size stood at 30 individuals. In Ref. 1.1 I showed (I ) that 
responses made by individuals during their movement from the range center is describable by the bivariate 
normal distribution function, and (2) that most efficient utilization of 2-dimensional space requires an 
overlapping of adjoining ranges such that centers arc 2a miles apart. Thus where 2o = 15 miles, the IT 
describing the range is 7 .5 miles and the core range is I .1037To2(i.e. the area of a hexagon whose sides are 
tangential to a circle of o radius. Here I. !03 7T02 = 194. 9 square miles. Sixty-one such core areas are 
compatible with an hexagonal culture area of 11,840 square miles giving a distance of 15.9 o (117 miles) 
between central cities of adjoining culture areas. Each such culture area coincides with a major language, 
and at time of its geographic coalescence contained between 200,000 and 245.000 persons. For the later 
sequences to culminate in a final world union there must have been 240 I such culture areas encompassing a 
total area of 28,327,840 square miles. This is only about 60% of the total world area excluding Antarctica 
and deserts. 

Two thousand four hundred and one culture areas with 61 core ranges of bands in each culture area gives 
a total of 146,461 bands of 30 individuals (12 adults, 18 subadults) or 4,393,830 persons estimated to be 
alive at the time of the interface between biological and cultural-conceptual man. Utilizing the modified von 
Foerster equation gives the date of 38,710 B.C. (40,482 B.P.). 

The question then must be asked: "Does the paleoanthropology of man provide substantiation of this time 
as the inception of the current era of sapient cultural-conceptual evolution?" Rhodesian man (Homo sapiens 
rhodesiensis) living at the southeast end of Lake Tanganyika represents this transitional man [African 
Ecology and Human Evolution (F. Clark Howell and Francois Bourliere, Eds .). Aldine Pub. Co. ,Chicago 
(1963); see pages 271-272, 484-488, 520-521, 612-613, and 625-627; A. Carl Leopold and Robert 
Ardrey, Science 176, 512-514 (1972)]. These people were hunters and fishermen. who utilized a complex 
array of wooden and stone tools. They slept on mats of vegetation, warmed by fires on hearths, protected by 
windbreaks they constructed . The size of campsites suggests that these people still lived in small groups. 
Complexity of artifacts and domestication of fire has led J. Desmond Clark and Louis S. B. Leakey to agree 
that language probably developed during the span of time recorded for these Kalambo Falls people. The date 
of occupancy of the Kalambo Falls dates from 57,300 ± 300 years B.P. during late Acheulian culture to its 
termination during early Sangoan culture, here dated variously as 40,000 to 43,000 B.P. Thus in my text I 
have taken the 15,000 year period of 57,000 B.P. to something less than 43,000 B.P. as the span of time 
during which biological man passed through the great divide to enter the cultural-conceptual era or 
evolution, into which, the coordination of the von Foerster equation and additional logic I have marshaled, 
indicates he had entered by 40,682 years B.P. 
4 . Derivation of the spatial communication constant , as developed on pp.101-103 of Ref. I.I cited above 
is as follows: 

On a presumptive basis there are three variables which should determine the mechanics of contact and 
interaction. These are (a) the number of animals moving about and having opportunity of contacting each 
other, (b) the length of the refractory period following the response of one animal upon contacting another 
until it is again capable of exhibiting a similar response, and (c) the amount of space in which the 
movcmcn1 of N individuals 1akc> place. Random distribu1ion of posi1ions of individuals a1 any momcnr in 
time is assumed. We choose to ignore a small correction factor arising from the fact !hat all individuals 
move. Velocities of all individuals are initially assumed to be a constant. Furthermore, we assume that all 
individuals are identical. Thus our concern is not which individuals meet, but rather which state, responsive 
or refractory, the contacting individuals happen to be in. 

N =Number of animals formfog the group. 
d = The diameter of interaction for each animal. that is. that distance between the centers of two 

individuals at which a physical or psychological collision or contact occurs. In the simplest case animals 
may be considered equivalent to billiard balls. Then d represents the diameter of the ball, the individual. 

Assume an animal moving in some direction on the plane in a population, N - I, of other animals . 
Each of these other individuals presents a target of dimension d, normal to the x direction. The 
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expectation that the incoming animal will make a collision while moving a distance t.x (in time r) is the 
ratio. 

d(N - l)t.x 
A 

of surface covered by the targets to the rota! surface, where A is the area available to the animals. 
It should be emphasized that the unit of time must be sufficiently large so thar the number of collisions in 

that time interval is large enough to justify using the statistical law of large numbers in the derivation . For 
similar reasons, it must be assumed that the mean free path of the individuals must be large in comparison 
with the target diameter. 

Since the velocity v may be considered equal tot.x/t, the average number of contacts nc.pcr individual in 
timer. is 

d(N - l)vr 
nc = A 

For present purposes we arc concerned only with the average nc in rand not in the variability in contacts in r. 
The frequency of contacts by a given individual will be: 

nc d(N - l)v 
fc =t = A 

Since d, v, and A will be considered constants for this presentation, we set 

(dv /A) = µ so that f c = µ(N - l) 

µ reflects the ease of communication in the sense of contacts per unit of time. Basically. d, v and A may be 
specified in terms of linear unit, L. Therefore, 

dv l •Lr' µ=_ ,,, __ _ 
A l 1 

The symbol "' is here used in the sense of "dimensionally equivalent to." So by selecting appropriate units 
of time. µ can be made equal to 1.0. In following discussions µ will be considered equal to 1.0 in this 
sense whenever the basi\:: N, Nb, of a species is in an evolutionarily steady state. 

5. ls There an Oprimum Level of Popularion? ( S. Fred Singer. Ed.) McGraw Hill, New York (1971 ). 
6. The primitive construct. density, has little meaning from a social-behavioral point of view. Frequency of 

contacts and the intensity of interaction are important however. These issues, as well as the optimum 
distribution of any kind of hunter or gatherer species over 2 dimensional space is treated in depth in Ref. 1.1 
above. For those interested in the density of primitive man according to these, as well as the present logic, 
the following may be helpful: lt is assumeil that the centers of the ranges oT banils arc uniformly distributed 
in 2 dimensional space. Distance, d, between any 2 centers = 2a • where sigma is the variable of the 
bivariate normal distribution function. here utilized to describe the distribution of responses to resources 
made by members of a band as they move over their range with reference to its center. Since a 3a radial 
distance encompasses 99.8% of all responses, neighboring ranges overlap . The degree of overlap when 
centers are 2a apart gives the greatest distance apart centers can be and yet produce a uniform impact on 
environmental resources throughout all points of all ranges. The core territory of any band is thus defined by 
a hexagon whose sides are tangential to a circle with radius, r, = a . Here the territory area. A= 1. 103 "a 2 • 

Where a =7 .5 miles, A= 194.9 square miles. With 30 persons per band, density per A =30/ 194.9 =0.154 
individuals/sq. mi . Furthermore. as discussed in Note 3, only about 28 million square miles of land surface 
is presumed habitable by primitive man. This low density must have been very uniform; as pointed out in 
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~fore 3. the variability in settlement size rhat contributes so much to current regional differences in density, 
probably o;d not begin until about 5,000 years ago . 

; . .-\ representative from the Council on Environmental Quality asked me to ··speak for man.·· to prepare a 
document with this focus as part of the background the Council would draw upon in preparing their first 
report to the President. My evaluation of PL 91-190 became: Man of the environment, URBSDOC 161, 23 
pages. 2 tables, 4 figures. Appendix I-xi. 21 May (1970), available from the author. Except forthe Appen
dix. this article is in press in the Nov .-Dec. issue of J. of Environmenral Healrh ( I 972). 

8. The two phases of postbiological evolution. one characterized by increasing N and the other by decreasing 
N \fig. I) may be designated as Era I and Era 2. At the inflection point of N between these two eras, N= 
Nmax . During Era I d"N=l where I is a variable increasing with rime as N increases. d" also increases 
as a function of 1/N. After the time of Nmax I is a constant. With N decreasing and d"=I/N, d" may 

d'' II 

increase provided prostheses,;>, increase. At any moment of stability in conceptual evolution µ" = A'.', = 

1.0. and up to Nmax v"=np. where n = networks of information processing nodes, and p = information 
processing prostheses. At Nmax' there is completion of the linkage of people with people as nodes in a 
network. Therefore. after Nmax further homestaric restabilization of µ" = 1.0. with increasing A" and d", 
requires also that there be corresponding increases in n when such increments solely represent linkages 
between the various prosthetic nodes that comprise p. 

9. Phmographs of the 16-cell habitat for mice, whose population is discussed here. may be found in : John B. 
Calhoun. Design for mammalian living, Architecrura! Assoc. Quart. I, 24-35 ( 1969). 

JO. John B. Calhoun, A behavioral sink. in Roots of Behavior (E.L. Bliss. Ed.) Harper Hoeber. New York 
(1962). pp. 295-315. 

11. Elsewhere ( l .2 above] I have called the course of ~EVOLUTION, the Szilardian domain of human 
evolution as introduced by the compassionate revolution. 

12. The von Foerster ti al thesis assumes that the continuing increase in N has been a function of increasing 
communication. Up to less than a century before time (Doomsday, the date at which N instantaneously 
approaches infinity), my elaboration of the von Foerster logic assumes that conceptual space, A", is 
proportional to N . That is to say, both A" and N reflect the accumulated impact of continually more effective 
information processing. Since d" = (A")1 2 , both A" and N can no longer. after the time at which I= Nd" 
becomes a constant. reflect the evolutionary central tendency to enhance communication and awareness. 
Although for over 40 thousand years N has remained roughly proportional to the conceptual space that 
permits increasing awareness, the number of humans is of import to evolution only as a vehicle for 
promoting this increasing awareness. Therefore, the central goal of life is to promote the continuing 
expansion of A". Realization of this goal is reflected in the increase of d", the potentiality of the individual 
to acquire. create. appreciate and utilize information. Just before the time of reaching the upper optimum 
value for N (i.e .• less than 9 billion), d" will have undergone six doublings. d" will then have a value of 32 
relative to 1.0 as an index of individual conceptual capacity at the beginning of the cultural-conceptual era 
of evolution. If we elect to continue to participate in evolution, if we elect to foster expansion of A" and d", 
then certain alterations of N must follow. 

At the present time there is no adequate theory to account for the pattern of increase in N described by the 
von Foerster equation (Note 3) that culminated in the conclusion that each successive doubling of N requires 
only half the time as did the just prior doubling. A" increase has followed the same time course to the 

present as did N. The question. "What will be the further course of evolutionary increase in A" as a function 
of time? •· needs answering. In seeking this answer, I have made two assumptions: (I) At the inflection of 
the increasing N curve to a decreasing N curve (see Fig. l) the rime axis in the future will become a mirror 
image of that in the past; that is to say, each degree of change in A", d" or N will take longer than the just 
prior equal degree of change; (2) Where in ·the earlier era of conceprual evolution each doublin-g of A" 
required half the time as the prior doubling, each successive doubling in the future era will require twice as 
long as the prior doubling . Since each two doublings of A" brings a doubling of d", and in the future era I= 
Nd" with I being a constant, it follows that with each doubling of d", N will be cut in half. If this insight 
proves correct. each successive doubling of d", or halving of N, will require four times as long as the 
previous doubling . 

Table 2 summarizes the time course of such change. Here. I am assuming that we will rapidly decide on 
the Revolutionary course. In this case maximum N=6.-2 billion. A period of uncertain duration. probably 
of the order of magnitude of 150 years at least (the period "Cope" in fig. I) will likely transpire before the 
regular partern of decline in N becomes established. Looking backward in time from 1988, the two prior 
doublings of N and A" took approximately 40 and 80 years respectively. If the future time course of increase 
in A" proves to be a mirror image of the prior evolutionary era. the first halving of N to 3 . I billion will take 
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40.,. 80 = 120 years after Oawnsday (Fig. I). There were five doublings of d " (the last one at circa 1988 

A .O.) prior to the hypothesized inflection of change in Nat 6 .2 billion. A mirror imaging of the increase in 
d" and decrease in N will lead 10 N = 193. 75 million at 40,699 P.O . (Post Oawnsday) with d" increased to a 
value of I 024 relative to the potentiality of the average individual at the interface between biological and 
culrural-conceptual man. 

TABLE 2 

Change in world population (N) and in information 
processing prosthesis facilitated human potentiality , d" 

N 
millio ns d# Years for d # to double 

6,200 45.2 
3,100 64 119 
1,550 128 477 

775 256 1910 
388 512 7639 
194 1024 30,554 ---

40,699 

Such an increase in d" raises the issue of the role of technology in contributing 10 the increase in d" 
through link.age of man with informational processing protheses. The human brain has two properties that 
make ii alone incapable of indefinite expansion of d": (I) Transmission of impulses within the cortex 
approximates 300 ft/sec; (2) The capacity to concatenate subideas into more complex ones has a neurally 
determined limitation 10 their duration. (The biological basis for this latter conclusion is fully documented in 
an article by me in press, 1972, in the Nebraska Symposia on Motivation.) All manner of information 
processing prostheses developed to date have partially compensated for these limitations and contributed to 
the evolution of cultural-conceptual man. For all practical purposes the biological (human brain) and social 
(link.age of man 10 man) limits of information processing will be reached by the time of inflection of the 
curve of N as the RXevolutionary course becomes established. At this time A" has a relative value of 2048 
and d" of 45.2. By 40,699 P.D. d" = 1024. This means that at this lime more than 95% of the total 
potentiality of the individual will depend solely on his link.age 10 information analyzing and synthesizing 
prostheses. lf evolution is to proceed we must become more and more dependent upon such products of 
technology. 

13. I am indebted to my daughter, Cheryl, for raising the issue of an " optimum low" of population . With 
increasing accentuation of the uniqueness of the individual accompanying successive halving of the world 
population, there must arise a time when every role is both essential and completely unique . From that point 
in time any further decrement in population will lead 10 a decline in ideomass. This general logic also 
applies 10 the condition requiring some minimum number of individuals in each role. In this latter situation, 
the optimum low population will be greater than when each essential role is filled by a single individual. In 
either case , both ideomass (I) and world population (N) will then be constant, and thus the potentiality (d") 
of the individual will also become constant. This will pose the next major crisis in the evolution of man . 
Man will then have reached the end point of his evolution as an element in the Iola) socialprosthetic brain 
amalgam. Beyond that time, further evolution must apply only to units consisting of aggregates of 
individuals and prostheses, which as integrated assemblies can increase in potentiality . 

Rtctived June I. 1972 
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